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Build smart, 
for a smart future.

SERVICE, INDUSTRIAL AND PUBLIC
BUILDING PERFORMANCE TRADE FAIR

9th edition



6 & 7 November 2018 Paris – Porte de Versailles 

SMART BUILDING  : Ready 4 a better life

Sylvain ARQUIÉ 
President, IBS Event

IBS, a showcase for your ambitions:

Promote your expertise and market your
products and services to big-budget clients
and the leading purchasing advisors. 7,000

visitors are expected this year, all professionals
and all hand-picked for this trade show – right

at the very moment that they’re working
out how to spend their budget for 2019

and select which technical
solutions they need.

Guillaume COURCELLE
Show Director 

The data’s clear: the market is going in the right direction

2 billion dollars in 2017 for the European smart building market, with global forecasts (source: Xerfi) predicting that the IoT sensor market should reach 27
billion dollars by 2023 (source: Bati.com), 130 billion dollars for the smart home market (source: Grand View Research), and 160.6 billion dollars for industrial
and building cyber-security (source: CABA).  The future certainly looks bright.

Thanks to the associated technology and services, smart buildings have becomea mature market, where the increasing number of partnerships bet-
ween players is providing a firm foundation for future growth. It goes further than simple technical and office building management, too.  Buildings
are being used in more efficient ways, and are being integrated into smart neighbourhoods and networks.

These trends all point to an emerging market - smart buildings are becoming service platforms, built and “ready to service”.

Fully connected buildings which interface with users via their smartphones, , offering a full range of services for both communal housing projects
and tertiary industry spaces (weather services, leisure, co-working space booking, concierge services, safety, comfort and health for occupants, utility opti-
misation, smart BMS...).  
In conjunction with other services, this connectivity is fast becoming a source of value for building and developments.
In every sector, the number of smart objects is soaring, from automobile and construction (with objects like smart sensors) to consumer electronics.
These objects all contribute to Big Data, the raw material used by operators to manage, anticipate and use data to enhance occupant well-being, services,
maintenance and energy efficiency. 

Blockchains are breaking out of the financial sector,with major energy and construction groups experimenting with the technology popularised by
Bitcoin and using blockchain applications to make smart grids better, safer and cheaper to run. All the benefits of these technological “bricks” rely on ma-
naging access to energy data. What’s more, the implementation of the new RGPD rules in May 2018 will act to protect user data even further.

Modelling building data, and in particular, “operational BIM”, is becoming the new normal for new property development projects. These applications
make it easier for teams of sub-contractors and operators to provide essential maintenance work.  Augmented reality will also feature heavily among the
key maintenance tools used by maintenance and repair professionals.

Artificial Intelligence looks likely to take over the tertiary sector, eventually leading to centralised data, voice and image management for buildings.
And at the same time as the IBS show, come and see the 5th edition of Smart City + Smart City, the smart city and sustainable mobility show.Smart
building and smart city technologies are converging (open and inter-operable systems, shared AI, IoT and blockchain technology...).

The 9th edition of the IBS Event will be at Paris - Porte de Versailles on the 6 & 7 November 2018

The biggest event in the Smart Building sector for eight years running, this year’s show is all about how to promote a genuinely “resilient, inclusive and
connected” European vision for technical and energy management in our buildings by providing a comprehensive range of services to their occupants.
Come on board the IBS show and we’ll give you the opportunity to turbo-charge your growth in the Smart Building sectorand become a key player in
this rapidly growing market.

We’re expecting more than 7000 high-powered decision-makers to come to our show this autumn!
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Save the date



Company size 

What kind of visitors?

Medium and large businesses came out in force
Fewer than 10 employees 27,28 %
From 10 to 49 employees 18,52 %
From 50 to 199 employees 08,93 %
From 200 to 499 employees 10,94 %
From 500 to 999 employees 06,74 %
More than 1000 employees 27,60 %

Project/Assign. Managers  22,65 %
Departm. Dir./Managers 21,40 %
CEO/MD/Directors  12,22 %
Engineers 10,79 %
Technicians/Supervisors  10,59 %
In training 10,32 %
Consultant/Self- employed 9,36 %
Teachers/Professors 2,10 %
Journalists 0,58 %

Which fields are represented?
These can be broken down into 4 main groups (+Training):
Contractors, Product/Service Providers, Contracting Authorities and Operators

Engineers – Design Offices
Contractors – Architects
Assisting contracting owners    
Equipment Offerors
Editors / IT
Technology Suppliers
Wholesalers/Distributers
Utility – Energy Operators
Admin./Local Authorities
Contracting Owners
Builders, companies of the BTP  
Public Contracting Authorities
Facility Management - Multiservices
Admin. of real estate property
Users
Research Institut.- Teaching
Federation/Association/Syndicate
Press - Media

18,62%
1,93%
4,93%
13,31%
10,62%
1,84%
2,48%
1,84%
4,84%
1,93%
7,85%
0,38%
4,67%
2,16%
7,32%
5,46%
1,31%
2,74%

25,47%

35,86%

15,00%

14,15%

9,51%

Contractors

Eco-Systems  

Contracting owners

Operation

Training

Increasing visitor numbers
5972 visitors in 2017, a sure sign of a 
sector in great shape and confirmation
that IBS truly is the leading European
Smart Building event.  The feedback was
incredible - in 2017, the event was packed
with high-level clients and purchasing 
advisors...

A significant increase in regional and
international visitors = 39.85%

Most of the visitors came from me-
dium to large companies. 54.21%
of those asked work for companies
with more than 50 employees and
27.60% had more than a thousand.

Depending on whether they work for
large or small companies, visitors can be
split into 2 distinct segments using two
different marketing strategies. The top 3
(in terms of their positions within their
companies) are project/assignment/bu-
siness managers (20.22%), followed by
departmental directors and managers
(21.40%), and then CEO/MD/Directors
(12.22%). 

Visitorat: ON COURSE FOR  7 000 VISITORS IN 2018!

Geographical origin 

Reasons for visiting (Multiple-choice questions)
The main reason for coming is, like always, to see the latest industry developments in the following
fields :

Energy efficiency / production / storage and renewable energy 48%
BMS 47%
Smart Grid Ready buildings / standards and design 42%
Automation/occupant comfort 41%
Smart City / Smart Grid 34%
Communication / Infrastructure / Networks / Protocols 30%
Supervision / Hypervision 29%
Technology convergence: Cloud / Big Data / MtoM / Internet of Things 28%
Operations: Technical Maintenance / BIM Operations 27%

Paris & Greater Paris: 60,15 % 
Other regions:  36,60 %
International : 03,25 %

2010

2018

More than  7,000
high-powered
decision makers 
are expected this
year!

2 007
2 923

3 227
3 819

4 644
5 271

5 951 5 972

Build smart, for a smart future.



IBS is the only specialist trade fair where your offer meets their demand

High quality visitors only
0% tourists, 100% professionals
We take special care to filter out all non-professionals (and anyone else just
waiting to see the latest trend!) by:
• Our direct marketing and promotion targeting policy,
• Careful selection of our media partners,
• Systematic visitor sorting at the entrance to the trade fair.
Today, visitors don’t come like before… The crisis forces them to look clo-
sely at travel expenses and time spent on a show. They will not spend more
time (according to many surveys, visits are reduced to a half-day maxi-
mum), whether the event is concentrated or sprawling ... The format of the
IBS show with its stands, Workshop spaces and three conference platforms
in one hall is an efficient platform for optimized time savings.

In 2018… your event IBS Strengthens its positioning
As such, for its 9th edition, Intelligent Building Systems is :
• In Paris – Porte de Versailles - Pavillon 2.1.
When an exhibition grows, it requires a top-level event site with powerful
international identity, one which is popular with all professionals from the 
building industry.
• 6 and 7 November 2018. 
These dates are better suited to achieving maximum communication with
visitors and are more convenient when organising your participation.
• A winning combination: IBS + Smart Grid/Smart Cities…
Improvements to two complementary events and an expanded
conference/workshop cycle to meet all of this industry’s expectations and 
to cover news from the smart construction and urban planning sectors.

Varied and complementary
attractions 

Reaffirm your status as an expert by showing that you
are at the very heart of the latest action and by asso-
ciating yourself with high profile stakeholders!

The key conference topics in 2017

• Integrating BIM and IoT into BMS systems to improve building operation 
and management

• BIM, used to operate, supervise, manage and control buildings easily and 
effectively

• Convergence and opening BMS protocols to IP and the IoT

• Energy self-consumption, storage and exchange: how are buildings adapting 
to this new paradigm?

• Building As a Service: from concept to reality

• Digital transformation and digital building management: what changes are 
on the horizon?

• BIM and Augmented reality: new assets to improve maintenance...

• How can we keep up with ever-more demanding and widespread energy 
efficiency standards?

• Low-tech smart buildings without BMS: is this even possible?

• The occupant at the heart of the smart building: passive or active?

GTB
IoT

Grids
Performance

GTC

BIM

Energétique
Intelligence ArtificielleEclairage Intelligent BIM exploitation

Smart Home
Smart GTB

Services

Maquette numérique

A focus on content
All of the latest news from the industry is presented
in a series of 30 conferences prepared by our leading ex-
pertsand covered by key specialists. By taking part in the profes-
sion’s flagship event and its various features tailored to your particular

activity, you will be projecting an expert image to your clients, pros-

pects and visitors. The conferences can be attended free of charge by

the visitors, guaranteeing you a large and well-targeted audience. 
(4917 delegates on two days in 2017).

IBS :
the advantages of a specialist trade fair  

connecting offer to demand.
A 100% beneficial sales and marketing
investment!

2 DAYS • 30 CONFERENCES • 25 WORSHOPS • 200 COMPANIES • 7 000 VISITORS*

*on all the trade fairs IBS & Smart City + Smart Grid



Discover the advantages of a
specialist trade fair:

7 reasons to become
a trade exhibitor at IBS 2018…

1 Where we stand
By directly targeting your visitors, you get the best out of a specialized
professional event: the chance to discove the best tested and proven practices
for service, industrial and public buildings.

2 The quality of our visitors
IBS 2018 will bring to you  7000 hand-picked small, medium and large-bud-
get companies, 100% professionals, for a quick return on your investment.

3 Intelligent content
• A full program of 30 ground-breaking conferences, put together by the hard
work of the Planning Committee
• 25 exhibitor workshops, to meet and convince your customers.

4 Highly effective trade fair partner packages
At IBS, you get exactly what you pay for.  The packages on offer cover all the aspects
of your trade fair: your stand, your presentations, your conference participation, and
your marketing tools before, during and after the trade fair.

5 High-value coverage and media promotion
The proven direct marketing and advertising plan:
• 12 waves of promotional e-mails sent to a contact list of 70,000, so more than
1 000,000 e-mails sent;
• 85,000 hand-picked invitations sent to professionals in our database, and
sent by our exhibitors and partners;
• a specialist public relations agency is backing our exhibitors;
• a powerful media strategy and an array of advertising slots;
• active participation by our media and institutional partners.

6 Added value on-line
Our website and intranet site have been specially developed to be a real hub
for information and contacts, and is active all year long: sign up for
conferences and events, exchange contact details, news… This is all on offer to
get you an immediate return on your investment.

7 Specialist host services
• Logistics arranged by a trade fair specialist.
• A SMART VIP clubwith an exclusive open bar, gratuities…

Choose the best stand and conference for you!
Call us on + 33 1 44 39 85 00



When:  6 et 7 novembre 2018
How often: annual
Where:  PARIS – Porte de Versailles
Area:  6 000 m²
Number of visitors: 7 000
Number of companies exhibiting: 200

Exhibitors and partners 2017

Partners and Sponsors 2017

To exhibit, 
contact us : 

+33 1 44 39 85 00

For the full program, list of companies exhibiting and your badge, come to 
www.ibs-event.com

3E MEDIAS • ABB FRANCE • ACTIVE DBS • ACS2i • ADVANTECH • AIRT CONTROLE • ALTRICS • APILOG AUTOMATION • APONERGY • ARC
INFORMATIQUE • ARCOM • ARCONTROLS • AREAL • ASSOCIATION KNX • ATEMIA • AVIDSEN • B@TI-COM • BATIACTU • B.E.G France •
BACNET • BARBANEL • BELIMO • BELPARTS • BTIB • CCF SONEPAR • CALOON • CAP  TECHNOLOGIE • CARL SOFT WARE • CARLO GAVAZZI
• CATS • CIRCUTOR • CODRA • CONTROL & PROTECTION  • COPA DATA • CERTIVEA • DANFOSS • DATAPRINT • DECELECT • DELTA DORE
EMS • DEVEKO • DISTECH CONTROLS • DISTRAME • DOMOCONSULTING • E+E ELEKTRONIK • ECOINNOVATIO • EIFFAGE ENERGIES • ELA
INNOVATION • ELECTRONIQUES • ELUTIONS •  ENGIE VERTUOZ • ENLIGHTED • ENOCEAN ALLIANCE • ELECTRONIQUE • ENOCEAN- BBC
• ERCOGENER • EWATTCH • EWON/2AR-Groupe • EXAKOM • EXXANS •  FFIE • FACTORY SYSTEMES • FEDERATION FRANCAISE DE 
DOMOTIQUE • GTBAT • GMI DATABOX • GREENPRIZ • HXPERIENCE • HAGER • HALTON • HELVAR • ICONICS • IGNES • INFODIP • INNES •
INNOVIA • IP SYSTEMS • IRLYNX • IXEL • IT FOR BUSINESS • IVIFLO • J3E • JOHNSON CONTROLS • KEP France • LE MONDE DE L’INDUSTRIE
• LD CONSULTANT  • L’USINE NOUVELLE • LES ECHOS • LONMARK • LACROIX Sofrel • LOYTEC • MRJ PRESSE • M2ocity • MCS SOLUTIONS
• META 2E • METZ CONNECT - BTR NETCOM • MICRONISER • MICROSENS • MIOS • NKE WATTECO •  NEWRON SYSTEM • NEXELEC •
NOVAR - TREND - HONEYWELL ECC • OCCITALINE • OGGA • PHOENIX CONTACT • PRIVA BUILDING INTELLIGENCE • PRODUAL • 
QUALISTEO • QUALITE REFERENCES • REGIN CONTROL • REGULATION FRANCE • REVAME • REVUE DES COLLECTIVITES LOCALES • S+S
REGELTECHNIK • SBA • SAIA-BURGESS CONTROL • SAUTER REGULATION • SVDI • SCHNEIDER • SECURE CONSEIL • SENSING LAB • 
SERELEC • SIEMENS • SIRLAN • SIVECO GPE • SLAT • SMART IMPULSE • SMART INTEGRATION MAG • SMART LIGHTING ALLIANCE • 
SOCOMEC • SONTAY • SUMISMART • SUSTAINAIR • TECHNILOG • TEVOLYS • TH INDUSTRIES • THEBEN • THERMOZYKLUS • TRIDONIC •
ULIS • VALEUR ENERGIE • VERTICAL M2M • VESTA SYSTEMS • VISIATIV • WAGO CONTACT • WIT • ZF FRIEDRICHSHAFEN • Z#BRE • ZONING…

IBS Event
15, rue de l’Abbé Grégoire - 75006 Paris
Tél. : +33 1 44 78 99 30 
Fax : +33 1 44 78 99 49
information@ibs-event.com

Jean-Pierre Beaulier
Coordinator of the conferences
conference1@ibs-event.com

B u i l d  s m a r t ,  f o r  a  s m a r t  f u t u r e
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Platinium Sponsors:

Gold Sponsors:

Your Independent Global SCADA Provider

Partners:


